Cantor-Bendixson height and width of superatomic Boolean algebras is investigated and it is shown that (1) you don't need a Canadian tree to construct an u>,-thin-thick superatomic Boolean algebra;
An sBa X is (a) K-thin iff wd( X) = k. (Note: thin = w-thin.) (b) K-thin-thick iff wda(A') = k for a < k and wdK(X) = k+. (Note: thin-thick = to,-thin-thick + Just's thin-thick.) (c) K-very-thin-thick iff wa(X) < k for a < k and wdK(X) = k+. (Note: very-thinthick = to,-very-thin-thick = Just's thin-thick.) (d) K-thin-very-thick iff wa(X) = k for a < k and wdK(X) = k .
(e) K-thin-tall iff Jf is K-thin and ht( X) = k+. (Note: thin-tall = «-thin tall.) (f) K-thin-very tall iff Xis K-thin and ht(A') = k + +. (Note: thin very tall = «-thinvery tall.)
The existence of thin-tall sBa's was shown by Rajagapolan and, independently, by Juhâsz and Weiss. Just showed the consistency of no thin-very tall sBa's and no very thin-thick sBa's. Weese noticed that the existence of a Canadian tree implies the existence of a thin-thick sBa and wondered if the implication reversed. This paper shows that (1) Modulo the consistency of an inaccessible cardinal (an inescapable modification) Weese's implication does not reverse. The construction generalizes to, e.g., thin-very thick sBa's, but it is not yet known if the combinatorial principle needed there is consistent with no Canadian trees.
(2) Just's results generalize wildly; in particular his models have no thin-thick or «,-thin-tall sBa's with countably many atoms. (For an exact statement of the generalizaiton see §3.)
After this paper was written, Baumgartner showed Cons (there is no thin-thick sBA), and I have show Cons (there is a very thin-thick sBA).
Some set theory conventions: \A\ is the cardinality of A; Greek letters denote ordinals (hence sometimes cardinals); k, a always denote cardinals; MA is Martin's axiom; CH is the continuum hypothesis; c is the size of the continuum; for a statement P, Cons(P) is the statement "P is consistent."
1. Thin-thick sBa's. A Canadian tree is a tree of height cox, size «,, and at least «2 uncountable branches. Weese's thin-thick sBa from a Canadian tree is the Boolean algebra generated by the set of uncountable branches. We use a different combinatorial structure to build thin-thick sBa's. Proof. Let s/= {Ay: y < k} be the family of the hypothesis. We may assume Uy<KAy = osx-The idea is to have ux many sBa's of Cantor-Bendixson width ux and arbitrarily large countable height, take their direct limit, and, at the wrlevel, use the A 's to glue chunks together. The pairwise almost disjointedness of j/will then ensure that pairwise intersections of elements on the tOjSt level will have rank less than Wj.
So let {Bß: ß < ux ) partition ux into uncountable sets and for each ß < cox let Xß be an sBa of height ß + X with wd(^) = ux and UA^ = Bß. Write the ath
Cantor-Bendixson ideal of X& as j£. Our thin-thick sBa X is the Boolean algebra generated by U{/f: a, ß < to,} U {A*: a < k } where A*a = U{ Bß: ß g Aa}. We must show that Xis superatomic, thin-thick, and thatwdü)(A') = k.
Let Ia be the ath Cantor-Bendixson ideal of X. An easy inductive proof shows that for a < t»v ß < «,, Ia D J¡¡¡. Since for a < k, ß < to,, rank(yí*) > ß (because for cofinally many ß A* contains an element of Iß), no A* G Iu . Since each A* n A*,, is a finite union of Bß's for a # a', each rank(/l*) = cox + 1 and they are distinct mod Iu. Hence, for a < to,, Ia = Uß<u J£ and wdu (X) = k. Every element of X is either in /" +1 or is the complement of an element in /u +1 so I is superatomic and we are done.
When does the pairwise almost disjoint family of the hypothesis exist? Not always. For example, if CH holds, then for any family of size to2 whose members are infinite subsets of ux, there is a subfamily of size to2 and a fixed infinite set contained in every member of the subfamily; that CH is not necessary for this is a result due to Baumgartner. Baumgartner was also the first to construct such a family, via forcing. We will construct our family by invoking a lemma of Wage that holds under Martin's axiom and then forcing MA over appropriate models of set theory, which give a slightly stronger theorem. Wage's lemma to {Eß n Fa: ß < a) to construct the desired Ea c C c Fa.
Lemma 5. Assume MA + -, CH. Then there is a thin-thick sBa.
Proof. The family {Fa: a < u>2} of Lemma 4 can be constructed in ZFC using a standard diagonal construction. Lemma 6. For any cardinal k ^ c+ Cons (there is a thin-thick sBa X with wdWi(A-)=K).
Proof. Use standard countably closed conditions to force the existence of {Fa: a < k } as in Lemma 4. (Note: if CH fails in the ground model, c gets collapsed to ux, but that is okay.) Now force MA + c > k to hold.
Which of the preceding constructions can be put together with the nonexistence'of a Canadian tree? At this stage of knowledge, only Lemma 5. The easiest way is to use the proper forcing axiom, PFA, which implies both MA + -, CH and there are no Canadian trees. However, PFA's consistency is known only from the consistency of a supercompact cardinal. That is stronger than necessary: Baumgartner and Todorcevic independently showed that the consistency of an inaccessible cardinal suffices to prove the consistency of MA + -, CH and that there are no Canadian trees. That the inaccessible cardinal is necessary follows from Mitchell's result that the consistency of no Canadian trees is in fact equivalent to the consistency of an inaccessible cardinal. So we have Theorem 7. Cons (there is an inaccessible cardinal) implies Cons (there is a thin-thick sBa and there are no Canadian trees ).
It is not known whether Lemma 6 is a superfluous construction; i.e., whenever Lemma 6 can be invoked there may be a Canadian tree around which will do the job just as well.
2. More preliminaries. Before stating and proving generalizations of Just's results, we need some ad hoc forcing notation. For any set A and any cardinal X, PA(X) is the set of partial functions from A into 2 whose domains have size less than X, ordered under reverse inclusion. E.g. PK(to) is the usual ordering adding k Cohen reals, for k an infinite cardinal. If X is fixed we will just write P^ instead of PA(X). Now for some forcing notation and facts. M will always denote a countable transitive model of set theory. If P = P< n M, G is P-generic over M, and B cz A, then we let MB = M[G n Ps] c M [G], Terms are denoted by , i.e., i is a term in the forcing language. We will say, e.g. "let x g M[G] and let x be a term for x_"
For P a statement, we abbreviate "P holds in M (resp. M
[G])" by "M (resp. M[G]) \= P."
Assume X is regular. Recall that PA(X) Pi M adds no new subsets of M of size less than X, and that if, in addition, (X+)<x = X+ then PA(X) n M collapses no cardinals of M.
If P = PA(X) and x is a P-term we define supp(x) = U{domp: there is some <p,T> £*}.
If <p is an order-preserving permutation of a partial order P, then it induces a permutation of terms, also called ¿>, so that if for some formula P 1 11= P(xx.. .xn) then 1 11= P(d>(Jc,) • • • <?(*"))• in tne particular case P = P^A) O M for some M, any permutation <j> of A gives rise to an order-preserving permutation of P, also called <p, and hence to a truth-perserving permutation of P-terms. In particular, if 1 11= x c A, then for all a ^ A and p g P, p ||= a g x iff </>(p) 11= <¡>(a) G <p(jc), where the letter <p denotes, respectively, the permutation of P, of A, and of P-terms. is the identity, where the second <p is just the original map on A.
3. Generalizing Just. We want to show the consistency of: for many k there are no K-thin-very tall and no K-very thin thick sBa's. In fact we will do better showing the consistency of: for many k there are no K-thin-tall sBa's with fewer than k atoms, and no K-thin-thick sBa's with fewer than k atoms. Theorem 8. Suppose M t= (GCH + u < X < k and X is regular); suppose P = PÀ(X) n M where M 1= \A\ > k+. Then if G is P-generic over M, the following hold in M[G\.
(a) there is no K-thin-thick sBa with fewer than K-atoms (b) there is no K-thin-tall sBa with fewer than K-atoms.
Notes. 1. GCH is not really necessary, but it makes things more readable. (X+)<x = X+ and 2<K = k suffice.
2. If, e.g., À = to, and \A\ is a limit cardinal of uncountable cofinality, then the results promised in the abstract and in §0 appear, since M[G] 1= c = \A\; hence, M[G] t= for all uncountable k < c there are no K-thin-thick or K-thin-tall sBa's with fewer than k atoms.
3. The proofs of the separate parts of Theorem 8 are close enough to Just's proofs (although in a different mathematical language) to make me uncomfortable claiming them entirely as my own, yet (especially in (b)) far enough away, and the statements so different, as to make me uncomfortable calling them otherwise. The reader is welcome to judge for him/herself; the important matter is communicating the mathematics.
Proof of 8(a). Suppose X g M[G] is a K-thin-thick sBa with fewer than k many atoms. We may assume UX = 8 for some 8 < k. Working for a moment in M[G], X = Ua<p/a for some p > k + 1, where Ja is the ath Cantor-Bendixson ideal, each |/J < k for a < k, and wd^A) = k+. Now we move the proof back to M. In M there are terms {i:a: a < k+} where 1 lr= {x: a < k+) generates At"(x). Since P has the \+-chain condition and k + > X+, if a < ß < k+ then there is yaß < k so 1 11= xa P xß c Jy .If we can find in M[G] a fixed y and a set B of size k+ so that for any distinct a, ß G B, yaß = y, we will be done, since then 1 11= wdy(Â) > k+, which is a contradiction.
For each a < k+ let Sa = suppiQ. Since P has the X+-chain condition and 1 11= xa c 8, we may assume each \Sa\ < k. By GCH there is a large A-system of supports, i.e. there is some D c k+, \D\ = k+, and some S c A of size < k so that if a, ß g D then Sa P Sß = S. In M[G] the Boolean algebra generated by JK U {xa: a G D} is still a counterexample to 8(a), so we assume without loss of generality that D = k+.
We leave M and work in Ms. Since we are now forcing over Ms with PA_S, S has become irrelevant and we may assume the Sa's are pairwise disjoint. By GCH in M there are at most k many essentially different terms for subsets of 8, so we may assume (again, by possibly shrinking {xa: a < k+} to a new set of size k+) that if {a, ß), {a', ß'} are disjoint subsets of k then there is a permutation <¡> of A -S so <b(xa) = xß and <t>(xa,) = x.ß,.
By the pigeonhole principle, there is some y so that {a: 3ß > a (1 11= xaP xß g /y)} has size k+. Pick such a y. Since 1 11= |/ | < k there is some S* g Ms, \S*\ < k, and supp(/Y) = S*. By throwing out at most k many Sa's we may assume each Sa P S* = 4>. Set M* = Msus, and from now on work in M*.
Note that Jy g M*. Pick a, ß so that 1 11= xa P xß g Jy. If d> permutes A -(S P S*) then 1 11= 4>(xa) P <j>(xß) g Jy. But we already know that if {a, ß) P {a', ß'} = <p then there is some 4> with <i>(ia) = xß and d>(x«/) = xß*. We've shown that 1 11= xa P xß g Jy for all a, ß < k+, and we're done.
Proof of 8(b). Again we start in M[G] with a counterexample X = Ua<p/", now with p > k + + 1, each |/J < k for a < k+, and |/,| = 8 < k. In M there are terms xa, a < k+, so 1 11= xa g Ata(X) for all a < k+. Again we have a A-system of supports and again we may suppose (by moving up to an intermediate model Ms) that in fact the supports are disjoint. Again we define yaß to be the least ordinal for which 1 11= xa P xß g Jy . Unfortunately, we need some work before invoking the pigeonhole principle.
Again, each supp(/a) has size at most k. Since the supp(ia)'s have size less than k, are pairwise disjoint, and there are k+ many of them, we can find a set E g M, each ordinal in E has cofinality cf(K), |£| = k+, and if a < ß G E then sup(/a + 1) P sup Xß = 0. Now invoke the pigeonhole principle to find a g E so that for some y {ß G E: ß > a and 1 11= xa P xß G Jy} is cofinal in k+. Let y be the least such, and let E* = {ß G E: ß > a and 1 lt= xa P xß G jy). Note that by X + -ex., cf(y) < k. Case 1. y = a + X. Then for all ß G E* 1 lt= xa P xß = (xa U yß) -zß where 1 11= yß, Zß G Jy, for some y'ß < a. By a counting argument we may shrink E* to a set of size k+, E, so for some fixed y', if /? g E -{a} then y^ = y'. By another counting argumment (possibly shrinking E again) there are y, z so for all ß g E, y = y>ß, z = Zß. Then if ß, £ are distinct elements of E there is some permutation ¿> so <K*Q) = xß, <p(i¿) = x¿, 4>(y) = y, and <¡>(z) = z. Then 1 11= xß P x^ = (xß U y) -z. But if we chose £ < ß, if is then not an atom of x/Ji, since it contains, modulo an earlier ideal, an element of Atß(X). And this is a contradiction.
Case 2. y < a. Then for ß, 8 distinct elements of E* there is some permutation <£ so <i>(Jc") = Xß, <t>(xs) = xs, and <¡>(Jy) = Jy. Hence 1 11= xß P xs g Jy for all ß, 8 G £*. But then M[G] lr= {x^: ¿8 G £*} are mutually incompatible mod Jy, so M[G] 11= wdy( X) > k+, which is a contradiction.
All of these negative results are quite peculiar given the following unanswered question: is there a consistent example of a thin-very tall sBa? In fact, no consistent examples are known of K-thin tall sBa's with fewer than k atoms, for any k.
